
Code of Conduct For Board Members And Senior Management. 
 
The Ethical Practices of Mukat Pipes Limited aim to drive the business in a way 
that meets or exceeds the ethical, legal, commercial and public expectations that 
society has from the business. Various business practices which not only results 
in enhancing the stake holders value  in long run but also enable the company to 
fulfill its obligations towards customers, employees, vendors and society in 
general. In pursuit to achieve the said aim, Board Members And Senior 
Management practise the following code of conduct:- 
 
* Perform their duties and allocated responsibilities with care, diligence, 
transparency, confidentiality, integrity and exercise their powers entitled to their 
offices in a judicious manner to conduct the business and the progress of the 
company, and not be associated simultaneously with competing organizations 
either as a Director or in any managerial or advisory capacity, without the prior 
approval of the Board. 

* Not to derive personal benefit or undue advantages (financial or otherwise) by 
virtue of their position or relationship with the Company, and for this purpose 

* shall adopt total transparency in their dealings with the Company; 

 shall disclose full details of any direct or indirect personal interests in 
dealings / transactions with the Company; 

 shall not be party to transactions or decisions involving conflict between 
their personal interest and the Company’s interest. 

* Always adhere and conform to the various statutory and mandatory regulations 
/ guidelines applicable to the operations of the Company avoiding violations or 
nonconformities. 

* Conduct themselves and their activities outside the Company in such manner 
as not to adversely affect the image or reputation of the Company. 

* Inform the Company immediately if there is any personal development (relating 
to his her business / professional activities), which could be incompatible with 
the level and stature of his position and responsibility with the Company. 

* Bring to the attention of the Board, Chairman or the Managing Director as 
appropriate, any information or development either within the Company (relating 
to its employees or other stakeholders) or external, which could impact the 
Company’s operations and which in the normal course, may not have come to the 
knowledge of the Board / Chairman or Managing Director. 

* Shall observe the Laws of India in everything they do. 

* Always abide by the above Code of Conduct, and shall be accountable to the 
Board for their actions / violations / defaults.  
 
 


